building crafts, due to the fact that several weeks or
months may lapse before an election date can be set. This
lapse of time would allow sufficient time for many jobs to
be completed before the Building Trades Unions employed
thereon could get closed shop recognition.
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(The Worst) Congress thus accomplished two purposes.
First, it brought the lobbyists back for another round of
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entertainment on the same subject and secondly it made it
extremely difficult to enforce the laws. The 80th Congress
was controlled by men who are opposed to law enforcement
—they went on strike against O. P. A. and killed price control by extending it for a few months at a time.
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Otherwise the Truman program of Health Insurance, inlaw affects Labor, management has lost in both time and creased Social Security, repeal of the Taft-Hartley Act and
money, while lawyers have been called in and consulted increased minimum wage, are all going along as fast as
on matters that have been settled directly between Labor can be
expected, in view of the Taft-Martin filibuster tactics.
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In an editorial in last Thursday’s Raleigh News & Obser- Yet Virginia has less than three hospital beds per 1,000
ver that newspaper expressed itself as being in favor of out- population and spends only $92.29 per child on education as
right repeal of the (torth Carolina Labor legislation which compared to $215.44 in Montana. Only four States in the
was enacted two years ago and which denies both employers Union pay lower old age assistance benefits than Virginia,
and workers the right to bargain for closed shops in this and 63.8 per cent of Virginia’s homes are so inadequate
State. The News & Observer’s’ remarks were made in con- they don’t even have bathrooms. The voters of Virginia
nection with the introduction last week in the House of the have every reason to vote out of power the present reacShreve bill, which, although not what North Carolina Labor tionary political machine which so obviously misrepresents
desires and deserves, is far better than the present law.
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present law has

Because of such actions by the present reactionary poThe Shreve amendments allow both the closed shop and
check-off of union dues for almost all of the unions, but litical rulers, the Virginia LLPE is mobilizing the working
its provisions do not allow sufficient time for the holding of people of Virginia to break the stranglehold of the Tuckelections to determine bargaining agents and units for the Byrd machine in the August State election this year.
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This is not the case. The 80th (The Worst) Congress
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THE 81ST CONGRESS IS ON TIME
The Taft filibuster on the Labor bill and the newspapermagazine agreement not to criticize the 80th (The Worst)
Congress are creating the impression that the 81st Con-
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Oldest Bona Fide AFL Newspaper in North Carolina, consistently ing toward a closed shop contract provision along with the
since it
serving the American Federation of Labor and its members
Approved by the American Federation other unions, it may be that the Shreve measure will rewas founded, May 12, 1931,
of Labor in 1931.
ceive the support of North Carolina Labor at this session,
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